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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Speaker: PanelistTammie Perreault is a U.S. Army Combat Veteran, and has been the Pacific Northwest Regional Liaison for the Defense-State Liaison Office at the Department of Defense since 2018. Prior to joining the DSLO, she worked in public policy development and advocacy in both corporate and nonprofit sectors.Shane Preston is the Great Lakes Regional Liaison for the Defense-State Liaison Office. Prior to joining the DSLO, he worked at the Michigan State Capitol. Mr. Preston is a U.S. Marine combat veteran and graduate from Michigan State University College of Law.John Sullivan is a Data Operations leader at Guidehouse, skilled in AI, analytics, and enterprise-wide data strategies. John is an expert at converting complex subjective data into objective results. He has modernized a major healthcare organization’s data warehouse and AI platform, and created a Financial Data Management Strategy for a major federal law enforcement agency to manage key data risks. He is the Project Director for the Concurrent Juvenile Jurisdiction Project.Lori Volkman had a first career as a prosecuting attorney, elected official counsel, and defense counsel for two decades before launching a second career as a strategic communicator, military family advocate, and advisor to elected officials. Her military advocacy efforts have been featured on CNN, NBC Nightly News, CBS Evening News, Fox News, and in the New York Times and Washington Post. She is a Director at Vetrics Group, a Navy Brat and the spouse of a Retired Naval Aviator.



Concurrent Jurisdiction

• The Genesis and Overview

• Issue Background & Challenges

• Assessment Results
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Speaker: Tammie PerreaultGenerally – what does DSLO do?The Defense-State Liaison Office works with state leaders across the country who are concerned for the welfare of service members and military families living in their state. DSLO seeks to work with state leaders on state policy priorities by:Providing "best practice" legislation from other statesProviding background and state-specific data from DOD resourcesAssisting with legislative proposal drafting and locating testimony



The Problem

Alleged sex crimes at MacDill involving kids 
under 7 being investigated; parents 
frustrated

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Victims of Juvenile OffensesJuveniles in need of supervisionJuvenile Justice RightsMilitary Installation Commanders



A Call to Action

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Speaker: Shane PrestonIn 2019, the Deputy Secretary of Defense Recognized need to improve response to Problematic Sexual Behavior in Children & Youth (PSB-CY)Instructions were Directed at Military Departments, Real Property Management, and Military PolicymakingDirected the Departments to seek concurrent jurisdiction in areas of exclusive federal jurisdictionDirected leadership to enter into MOU’s to coordinate services/enforcementDirected the Secretaries to report back on progress at regular intervals
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Overview

The DSLO assessed federal and state statutes to determine challenges that limit 
access to vital juvenile justice systems for incidents that occur on military 
installations to propose leading practices for successful legislative and governmental 
solutions that provide a path for relinquishing power over juvenile incidents or 
matters occurring on military installations to the relevant state or local family, juvenile 
or youth courts.

The assessment determined the status of concurrent juvenile jurisdiction at a state 
and installation level. The following outcomes were determined:
 (i) a state has a retrocession process for all local military installations in 
the state;
 (ii) the state has a statutory vehicle for accepting relinquishment in lieu of 
retrocession; or,
 (iii) the current assimilative mechanism to adjudicate juvenile matters on 
military installations is invalid.



Jurisdictional Outcomes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Courts (and later the U.S. Congress in 40 USC 255) determined that the jurisdiction granted to the United States on a federal enclave may vary in degree, according to the bargain struck between the state and the United States. The Federal Government may also grant some or all of that jurisdiction back to the state. Since the first grant of power is called cession, this transfer of power back to the state is known as retrocession. To define the resulting degrees of jurisdictional power, the Federal Government created a classification system to describe the type of jurisdiction that could exist on a federal enclave: Exclusive JurisdictionThe federal government holds all legislative, executive, and judicial powers over the land; the state has ceded all authority. State civil and criminal laws do not apply.  Concurrent Jurisdiction  The state and Federal Government share the exercise of power over the same subject matters; the state may enforce laws not preempted by federal supremacy.  Partial JurisdictionThe state grants most of its authority to the Federal Government but reserves exclusive control over a defined subject matter (like juveniles) expressly for itself.Proprietary Jurisdiction  The Federal Government holds the same rights as any private landholder. The state retains full authority over the land and the U.S. holds a proprietorial interest only.



Historic Legal Context

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Speaker: Lori VolkmanThe legal research portion of the report would need to to span all of American History, interpret the laws and their subsequent judicial interpretations in all 50-states, and required a team to study the jurisdictional status of some of our country’s earliest Forts, from those pre-dating statehood acts to those whose land was purchased from foreign countries.This meant lots of cases from the late 1800’s and early 1900’s, and some very interesting legislative history behind the Constitutional Congress’ creation of the Enclave Clause.1. Constitutional ConventionThe Supremacy Clause of the US Constitution (Art 6, Sec 2, Cl 4) provides the Federal Government with exclusive powers over enumerated (and implied or necessary) powers, with the remainder belonging to states.The Enclave Clause of the US Constitution (Art 1, Sec 8, Clause 17) gives the United States exclusive legislative jurisdiction over land purchased by the Federal Government for the purpose of building military installations.2. Union Expansion & Statehood ActsLate 1800/Early 1900 Statehood Acts summarily give the United States jurisdiction over Federal Enclaves, don’t specify a definition of “Concurrent Jurisdiction.”3. Changing Military NeedsNeeds change: Military families emerge, voting and school rights, civilian contractor and employee rights, taxation rights.4. New US Supreme Court Cases & Federal LawsSubsequent Supreme Court cases give states additional acceptance and bargaining powers, eventually codified at 40 USC 255.5. Juvenile System DevelopsJuvenile system develops, with emphasis on rehabilitation over punishment.6. Boundary and Usage ShiftsBRAC: Base Realignment And Closure significantly changes boundaries/joint env.



Real Property Challenges

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Speaker: John SullivanThe records of existing jurisdiction labels on military bases existed primarily as hand-shading in colored pencil on a yellowed map from the 1950’s or 1960’s.We soon found that the jurisdiction labels hand-written on these papers formed the basis of longstanding beliefs regarding the existing jurisdiction on installations, and they even held up in court when real property managers testified as subject matter experts. But when asked, Real Property Officers could rarely identify state or federal law that authorized these jurisdiction claims.At this point, we turned the project over to the legal research team to start deciphering the basis of the maps.



CONUS Assessment Results
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State Pathways

Illinois 
Example



Contacts

Christopher Arnold, Regional Liaison at DSLO
 christopher.r.arnold18.civ@mail.mil

John Sullivan, Program Director at Guidehouse
 josullivan@guidehousefederal.com

Lori Volkman, Legal Director at Vetrics Group
 lori.volkman@vetricsgroup.com 
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